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Chairspeak
– a mes s a g e f r o m ou r C ha i r pe rs o n: B a r ry S m it h

It has been over 100 years since the great flu epidemic that occurred at the end of WW1. This was of avian origin, a bird flu similar to the one that occurred just a few years back. Now we are hit
with a new one and we are faced with something, few people alive,
have ever had to deal with before. There was an article in the
Southland times a short while ago about the 1918 event and during
that time some 9000 people died. One of them was Helen Smith
of H & J Smith, or Helen Broad as she was married at the time, she
was but 45 years of age when she passed away in 1918. The population of New Zealand was about 1.15 million then, it is four times
larger now. If this pandemic has a corresponding effect then some
37,500 people may no longer be with us in the next few months and
it is for this reason the Government has applied the current restrictions.

Influenza Epidemic of 1918 (Photo: New Zealand Geographic)

Pipe Band Championships
Looking back Robyn and I had a phenomenal two-week period in
the latter half of March up till the time of writing (March 27) .
On Friday 13th and Saturday 14th we were involved as volunteers
with the New Zealand National Pipe Band Championships held
here in Invercargill at the Queens Park Cricket grounds. There
were 49 bands from all over New Zealand, one from Australia and
one from the West Coast of the USA. Some 1500 bands people
and supporters coupled with in excess of 1000 visitors a day came
to see them play. It was a great event, New Zealand was trucking
along at full speed. We were exceedingly lucky with the event, by
the Monday following crowd sizes were limited to 500 people.
C on ti n ue d on n ex t pa g e

The last few weeks have hit home
the fragility and uncertainty of
life as we know it. I know for
many plans have been disrupted,
work has been put on hold, opportunities halted and an uncertain economic future looms. But if
we have a small child or pet in
our bubble, whether cat or dog,
duck or chicken, horse or donkey,
then what’s happening now takes
a different turn. As I write this, I
reflect on how many more people
are out walking or riding with
their children, their dogs or their
ponies past our front gate. And I
consider how all this might seem
to the animal or small child involved. They don’t know about
the pandemic, and all the uncertainty it has caused, they just
know that we are more present.
We spend more time with them,
talk to them more, play with them
more, are kinder, take them for
walks and are more free with
hugs and games, teach them new
things, and use them to bring
normality and routine into our
unsettled lives. For them, life has
become better, and in some ways
it may also have for us.
We’ve packed a lot into this issue
to keep you amused and entertained during what remains of the
lockdown. There are articles to
read, projects to research, games
to play and a heap of things to do.
As the weather takes a turn for
better or worse, we hope you find
something in Pigeon Post to fill
up some of that spare time.
Your Editor

Disclaimer
As with any community newsletter, the
articles contained herein represent the
views of the contributor and are not
representative of the Otatara Landcare
Group as a Society. It is the diversity of
views and opinions that make a
community so interesting. So if you
have something you’d like to share,
email it to otataralg@gmail.com,
attention Editor of Pigeon Post, and
watch out for it in our next edition.

Chairspeak,
Bushy Point
Open for
Business…
as Usual

continued

Cycle Trip
Many of us realized what was going on and another Club I am involved with cancelled all its activities from the 24th.
I was programmed to lead a cycle trip on the Otago Central Rail
Trail. We hummed and haaa’d and decided to carry on as we were
staying in cabins in camping grounds as we were mostly selfsufficient for food and transport. Also, as it was Otago Anniversary
weekend, we were expecting some degree of crowd and so prepared
accordingly. Saturday we set off and by the end of the day it was
recommended all 70+ year olds stay at home. We had three over 70
on our trip but they wanted to continue. Camping grounds and
other accommodation providers had booking cancellations galore
so the expected contact didn’t really occur. By the end of our trip,
on Monday, the country was in stage 3 lock-down with cafés and
restaurants closing. We had three glorious fine days with cool to
mild temperatures and we got home safely.

Hunter Hunt
Are you getting a bit stir
crazy? Well, Bushy
Point is open for business… almost as per
usual. There are a few
rules though…
1. Go only in your
domiciled groups. If your
children or grandchildren
are part of another household they cannot walk with
you.

By Tuesday we were preparing for our own family lockdown and I
get a phone call for a Search and Rescue callout for a lost hunter in
the Lords River area of Stewart Island. A whole bunch of volunteers crammed together in transport trying to social distance
doesn’t really work, especially on the aircraft over Foveaux Strait,
but we were wearing masks. It was from there direct to the footy
field on Stewart Island and a helicopter ride to Lords River. The
weather was clearing up and we spent two days in crappy bush with
great company looking for where we thought he might be. Our
search area, based on extensive findings of lost person behaviour
was on track, unfortunately the hunter obviously hadn’t read the
statistics and was somewhere else, 12.5km away. He is a very lucky
man. Another 3 hours and we would have been out of there and he
would have been by himself for some considerable time.

2. Maintain a minimum
distance of 2 meters
between yourselves and
other groups, more
distance if possible.
3. The Otatara Landcare
Group is holding no official
gatherings but some of our
members may be out there
doing the odd job and getting fresh air. Ensure you
give them the space too.
4. Greet everyone you see
with a smile, we are all in
this together.
Barry Smith
Hunters Hut in the Lords River area, Stewart Island

Chairspeak,

continued

Interestingly enough, our lost person behaviour for a hunter puts
survival of anyone lost for 72 hours at just 50%. In between times
to relive the stress of the possibility of finding a body we do try and
lighten up a bit. We pointed out to our Police contingent that we
were supposed to be in our domiciled residence on Wednesday
evening and that if we left the area they would have to arrest us and
take us back to the really nice hunters hut just above a sandy beach
on the South side of the Lords River for us to self-isolate. Sensing
a wind up they told us we were exempt being emergency services.
Oh well, we thought, suppose we’ll have to go home then.

OLG under lockdown
So we have, as a country, gone from almost full speed to very close
to stop and I totally agree and support what is being done. Our
Committee meetings are now being held via email so we can conduct business and pay the bills and carry on much as normal.
Otatara Pestbusters isn’t really a crowd gathering exciting sport, it
is a solitary activity and they will continue to build on the great
work they have done. To stop this program for a month could well
set us back a year or more.
We know it will be difficult imagining what and when the other end
of this will be like, however we should all be looking to that point.
It may be a month, it may be a year away but we will get there and
the Otatara Landcare Group will once again be into its normal activities. Until that time you don’t need to stay cooped up in your
bedroom with the doors closed and the blankets pulled up over
your head. Get outside and get some fresh air, mow the lawns,
weed the garden, chase the neighbor’s cat—
who was scratching out the recently planted
things from your garden, spend quality time
with those inside your bubble, keep in contact with your kids and grandkids, and use
social media find out what other folk are up
to.
If you spot an unusual insect or bird in your
garden, photograph it if you can and then
let us know about it. We can pass these stories on so that others know there are things
going on as normal. We are lucky here in
Otatara, our neighbours are a lot further
away than they are in the cities and we have
space…. Use it.
Take care everyone, be safe, be well, be
there at the end.
Barry Smith

Limerick Madness
There was a corona virus about
That was hoping to take people out
So home we all stayed
Tending jobs we’d delayed
I would rather be chasing a trout.
Maurice Rodway

Our job is out planting trees
When the weather is cold round
the knees
plus odd other parts
In fits and in starts
Eating sandwiches and drinking
Latte’s
Barry Smith

LLoyd is the man for the Bird
Counts
He totals up all the amounts
Of Tui , Spoonbill and Heron
He writes in his book therein
and never has any miscounts
Barry Smith

A Stroll At Bushy Point
– by G eo ff D em b o

With the whole of NZ now
on a Level 4 lockdown and
exercising self-isolation to
slow the spread of the virus. It can be a scary and

stressful time. If you are
not already a member of
iNaturalist, then now is a
good time to do it.
Membership is free and is
as easy as downloading
the app and registering.
They are running a special
“StayiNatHome NZ” program from March 24—

April 23, 2020.
It is a cool way to pass the
time and discover something anew at the same
time.
So pull out the iNaturalist
app, or your camera and
focus on nature.

Starting from the entrance at the east end of Bryson Road, the track
winds through plantings, down and up, then over a little bridge.
Walking along the fenceline on the left, there are views of the estuary through the gaps. The tide is out, leaving plenty of room on the
mudflats for wading birds. I could see them more clearly if I'd
brought my binoculars. The grass has been mown for hay recently,
so it's easy to cut across and then up the little hill to the trig point
where there's a bench and a grand view across the estuary to Invercargill.
Walking further along the fenceline with the totara bush on the
right, a few of the blackberries are ripe. A path splits off to the left,
through more plantings, and winds up to another viewpoint next to
a tall pole. The whole of the Bushy Point planting area lies spread
out before me.
Following the track on, then cutting across to the left, I come to the
council settling pond. There are usually lots of gulls and mallards.
The mallards frighten easily, so I creep quietly up to the fence to
watch. Today there is a single paradise duck too, and a flock of over
a dozen shovelers.
Returning to the track, it passes the entrance gate of the settling
pond and carries on through more plantings. There's a path off to
the left, but I go straight on a short distance to the nature pond.
This was dug several years ago for Otatara Landcare Group, which
manages Bushy Point under agreement with the Department of
Conservation. The water table is high here, so the pond filled up
naturally and only dries out in droughts. There are no birds on it
today, but it's nice place to sit at the picnic table and chill.
C on ti n ue d on n ex t pa g e

Shovelers on the settling pond, Bushy Point Photo: Geoff Dembo

A Stroll at Bushy Point,

continued

Retracing my steps, the main track continues to my right and heads into the bush. Fantails follow me.
I can hear fernbirds, but I can't see them. I come out into a small clearing with a junction. I turn sharp
right to follow the loop track back, as the other way only goes to private property.
When I come out into the open again, the track splits into several paths through the plantings so I can
choose my own way back to the Bryson Road entrance. I've not rushed, so the whole walk has taken
me about an hour and a half.

Small Talk
I took my measuring wheel
for a walk around the block
the other day (as you do),
just measuring the block
really, anyways on the way
around I spotted a teddy
bear in a tree beside some
donkeys and horses. What I
was attempting to do was
measuring the block to actually see how far it is when I
go for a run. Also it depends whether you run on
the inside or the outside of
the circle. So for today’s
piece of (possibly) useless
information. From the
south end of Grant Road, at
the tar seal edge near the
Watt Road corner, down
grant Road, along Taiepa to
Black Road and up and
along to Watt Road. The
distance is: 4005M on the
outside (anti clockwise) and
about 3950M on the inside
(clockwise). If you go anti
clockwise and cut the corners it is still only about
3965 metres and not the full
4km.
Barry Smith

Map from New Bushy Point Brochure. March 2014

Big Dreams
- by K a t hy M o r ris o n

It has been a year since we had the pleasure and steep
learning curve of taking on the native bird rehabilitation
part of Bush Haven from Russell and May Evans.
In that time we have seen 51 injured kereru, the huge majority of whom have flown into windows. Out of those 13
died before or very quickly after arrival and six had to be
euthanased by the vet due to the severity of their injuries.
That has been sad and feels such a waste when you hold
their strong, beautiful bodies, suddenly broken.

Rebuilding the Kereru Release Cage at Leddingtons
Photos: Graeme Childs

That means that 30 birds have been released, usually
back to where they came from, and we have two still in
care. The rehabilitation of kereru is successful and extremely heartwarming, especially when they are released
and rejoined by mates and friends. A huge thank you to
the 50 people who have shown the kindness that enables
the birds to be helped if at all possible.
We all know that kereru play and use the gaps they find
between houses and trees like race tracks. Sometimes you
find yourself holding your breath hoping that they won’t
collide with each other or anything else at the speed they
are going.
It is significant that overwhelmingly these birds hit windows not walls and trees. Most people have said, when
they’ve brought an injured bird in to us, that this is the
first year one has hit their windows. Going from the
growth in our trees after the warm wet Spring, I’m guessing that this growth spurt has meant a fuller bush reflection in many windows. The birds may seem crazy at times
having fun, but you watch how cleverly they manoeuvre
around most obstacles. They delight in close calls it seems
but are not stupid. Clearly they are being tricked by the
reflections of bush or the light of what they perceive as a
gap if they can see right through to another window.
Every single person who has taken the time to bring in an
injured bird, including a lady who was awaiting an operation for her back and was in severe pain driving at all, let
alone the distance she travelled, has been upset and concerned for the birds and keen to do something to stop
these strikes happening again.
It is pretty obvious that we live in a bird paradise and
with all the pest control that people are doing we are
making a safer environment for the many birds who live
above us.

Wyndham’s “Autumn Wynd” ready for release six weeks
after suffering a large graze on her left shoulder.

C on ti n ue d on n ex t pa g e

Big Dreams, continued
–

Community
Shopping Shuttle
Roster
At the public meeting organised by Alan Arnold and
Nobby Clark to find out what
the Otatara community's
ideas were re the bequest left
by a local man, one of the
ideas that came up was for a
weekly bus service for older
people to be able to go shopping.

Now as numbers go up, we need to help them recognise the dangers
of our windows.
Most people in Otatara love having so many birds around so let’s
do something that can be fun for us and important to help these
stunning gentle birds have safe and happy lives.

Some local children made dreamcatchers and hangings for us to
put in our windows and a group of Waihopai school children made
colourful hangings for their own windows and left some with us to
give to other people. During this shutdown it would be lovely to
have people make bright fun hangings to break up any bush reflections in their windows. Take pictures of what you make for the
Otatara Noticeboard.
We also have decals and you can email NZ Bird Alert for other varieties yourselves. Someone suggested hanging shiny chains of old
CDs which will flash randomly. Not cleaning windows has also
worked for people.
We are not critical of the folk who have birds striking, just sad like
they are when they bring the birds to us. The soft whuff whuff of a
kereru in flight is a joy to turn your head towards, and is part of our
community spirit.
After the shut down is over we would like to have a blessing with
the local iwi where we communicate our sadness to those who have
died in full flight and express our desire to treasure all our native
wildlife by becoming more aware of their particular ways. The time
and place will be advertised when it is possible.
Meanwhile let’s catch some dreams, continue to be kind, and be
happy.

I mentioned to some folk
afterwards that I would be
happy to co-ordinate a roster
of people to take older people into town weekly and
that could feel much friendlier and more flexible.
The first person to sign on
for that was Nobby himself.
Whether you'd want to travel
with him is another issue
but…
So I would like to have
names and phone numbers
from anyone who would
benefit from a drive into
town each week and also
names and numbers of any
who would enjoy volunteering their time to help in this
way.

I have no idea how many
older folk are in the Otatara
community and would ask
that if you know of anyone in
your neighbourhood, that
you check with them as to
whether they would benefit
from a regular friendly lift.
Cheers
Kathy Morrison
Ph 2130504 or 0277865365

Save our Kererū
F r om w ww . k c c. o rg . n z

Bush Haven and the kereru in their care need your help. While this might be the perfect time to clean
windows and tidy up around the house, kereru don’t see windows especially clean ones. So help the
kereru of Otatara and...

Reference: https://kcc.org.nz/portfolio/make-a-kereru-protector/

Reflections
– by L in da J a c k s on

Litter Intelligence Programme
underway at Oreti Beach
– by B r o nw yn G ra ha m

The LIP project is a long term beach litter monitoring effort to contribute to an accurate picture of the beach lotter problem in NZ.
Local training in December 2019 run by Sustainable Coastlines has
resulted in local lead citizen scientists who can add data to the
official litter dataset nationally, and two
local survey areas being set up along Oreti
Beach.
One at Christies Track entrance is overseen by those trained in December, and
the Dunns Road entrance site is being surveyed by a Year 6 class at
Otatara School. Sites are surveyed at least four times a year. The
Christies Track site underwent its second survey on 14 March 2020
helped out by Kiwi Conservation Club members.
You too could be a citizen scientist involved in this project.
If you are interested in this programme and would like to be added
to an interested persons list to be contacted when surveys are being
undertaken, please contact Bronwyn Graham:
russel.graham@xtra.co.nz.

The Otatara Landcare Group is an
Incorporated
Society and our
geographical area
of interest is the
Otatara area, New
River Estuary,
Sandy Point and
Oreti Beach.

Lead citizen scientists for LIP following December training

Working in collaboration with the
Ministry for the Environment,
Statistics New Zealand and the
Department of Conservation,
Sustainable Coastlines have developed a national beach litter
monitoring programme, based on
the United Nations Environment
Programme marine debris survey
methodology, that will enable an
accurate picture of the beach litter
problem in New Zealand to be
built. By working to a United
Nations Environment Program
methodology, the data will be
collected at the highest standard
of scientific rigour, allowing it to
be used for national, regional and
international reporting, including
progress against UN Sustainable
Development Goals.
To collect the beach litter data
long-term, Sustainable Coastlines
will be working with community
groups to conduct beach litter
surveys at a minimum of 108
beach sites across Aotearoa at
least four times per year for the
next three years. Sustainable
Coastlines will provide the training and tools required for volunteers to take part in this project as
Citizen Scientists, conducting
regular litter surveys at their
chosen local beach sites and loading the litter data into a new, easy
to use nationwide beach litter
Citizen Science Platform/App
they’ve developed specifically for
the project. The Litter Intelligence
litter database will also include a
solutions data base and some
awesome litter data visualisation
tools that are in development at
present. All the litter data collected will be freely available to the
groups and individuals involved
as well as to the wider public and
decision makers.
Check out more at
www.sustainablecoastlines.org /
Facebook / Twitter / Instagram /
YouTube

Resurvey of Christies Track Area—14 March 2020

The PP displays this sketch of a kereru (by Lloyd??)

SPOT THE…

Caution kereru signs—Where
are these around Otatara?
Why do you think we need
them?

Send your art, along with name, to us for publication in next PP

Pestbusters signs— Do you have
one on your mailbox? Does your
neighbour? How many are on your
street / road.

Congratulations and let’s celebrate Rare Forest Protected in Otatara
–Maurice Rodway, Honorary R anger

“Probably the
largest and most
important dune
totara Forest is in
Southland, at
Otatara, where
several large
groves of both
young and old
trees reach the estuarine coast.”

Photo Caption

Photo Credit: Jason Hosking

The New Zealand Native Forest Restoration Trust (NFRT) has been successful with its bid to purchase a 81ha property located at 344 Oreti Road,
Otatara. The area has been recognised for its ecological importance. It
contains extensive ancient sand dunes. Approximately half of the area is
covered with totara forest growing on sand dunes – a nationally significant forest type.

Philip Simpson,
Totara: A Natural and
Cultural History,
Auckland University
Press .

In the 40 years we have been operating,
the NFRT has secured nearly 8,000 hectares around the country. All our reserves are open to the public, and protected in perpetuity by QEII covenants.
For this Otatara property the Trust had
to pay $300,000 more than it had budgeted for. While there were other substantially higher bids, the vendors preferred our bid for the environmental
benefits we were proposing. It is our intention to restore the property to native
forest, but in view of the higher price we
have agreed to pay we will need outside
financial assistance and/or we may be
required to subdivide some sections to
raise the additional funds.

Photo : Google Earth

However we will endeavour to maintain and restore the existing forest and
over time convert the pasture back into forest and the original sand dune
plant communities that once existed there.

Click here to go to:
Article in Southland Times

If you are able to assist the Trust or require any further information about the NFRT please
contact:

Maurice Rodway (Ranger) - maurice.rodway@gmail.com
Geoff Davidson (Trustee) - Ph: (09) 8130229; Email geoff.bev.davidson@gmail.com
Website: : http://nfrt.org.nz ; Facebook: NativeForestRestorationTrust

Southland Community Nursery
Ma r c h 2 0 2 0 , by Ch ris Ra nc e a nd B ro nw y n G r a ha m

Learning
Resources
We have developed a
range of site-specific

learning resources to
help you get the most
out of your visit.
Download them as
PDFs or use the hardcopies available at the
Nature Education Centre.
Activity Cards - a range
of outdoor fun activities for children to
learn about nature.
Beaut Bugs - how many
bugs can you find?
Leaf Bingo - an easy
and fun way to learn
how to identify native
plants.

Leaf Bingo Maori Uses
- learn about traditional Maori uses for some
of our native plants

Who am I? - animal
pests
Who am I? - birds
Who am I? - lizards
and frogs
Who did that? - put
your detective hat on

Some ideas for children during your “home
time”
While you are at home there are lots of fun family things you can do together in your garden to connect with nature. We have a range of resources you can download from our website then go outside and try them
out!
https://www.southlandcommunitynursery.org.nz/education-centre/
activities/school-activities/. Below is a link to that page and the pdf documents you can print out or put on your phone – then start discovering!!
Do a

garden bird survey – there is everything you need to

know at this link - https://www.landcareresearch.co.nz/science/plantsanimals-fungi/animals/birds/garden-bird-surveys
The official survey starts in June but why not have a practice now and
keep a bird diary, noting each day what birds visit your garden!
Or have a cooking session using our new

:

Southland Community Nursery Recipe book.
– it has lots of good recipes using locally grown produce (such as “what to
do with Zucchini!) as well as tips for local foraging – you can download it
at https://www.southlandcommunitynursery.org.nz/how-the-nurseryworks/. All recipes were donated by our volunteers and put together by
Bronwyn. When you are cooking, think about the people who submitted
the recipes – you are bound to know some of them! Printed copies the
Recipe Book are available from the Nursery, but that may have to wait a
while! You can still put your order in though.
We will be putting stories on our website soon about seed collecting and
other subjects so watch this space:
https://www.southlandcommunitynursery.org.nz/news-and-events/

The Letter Game
– Ca th y Ma cf ie

This activity idea was passed on by a friend and both my grandsons
(5 and 8 yrs) and I are enjoying it. It's proving a good way to keep
us connected when we can't be together.
Below is a letter written to all the children of Otatara, to help get
you started. Then follow the instructions in the sidebar to send
your own letters, or to help your children write theirs.

Dear Children of Otatara,

Let’s go on a journey and explore some places and fun
things to do around New Zealand! I’m going to start near
home but you might want to take me on a long trip. And
we don’t even need to leave home!
On Tuesday two weeks ago school closed and we learned
we had to stay at home for four weeks. Really, that was a
shock! Each day we have to think of things to do on our
own. That is so hard! I hate not being able to see my
friends and family. Reading and writing are OK but I
need a hug every now and then! I think this is one way
we can keep in touch and have a bit of fun. Variety helps
to pass the time. (Even picking up cabbage tree leaves
will help – and earn you pocket money!) Roll on the end
of four weeks!
I bet it doesn’t take you long to work that one out! And
then it’s your turn to test me.
Lots of love
Granny Macfie

__ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __

The Instructions
Write a letter to your children or grand-children or
the children of your friends.
Each letter contains a
code—hidden in the italics
section.
The way to find the code is
to take the first letter of every sentence and write them
at the bottom of the letter.
Together they will spell the
name of a place, a person,
an event (or anything you
want).
In our case, we are taking a
journey around New Zealand; finding out where
places are and, in the process, practising writing and
spelling.
When you are designing
your story, it is a good idea
to start with each letter of
the code on a separate line
and then write a sentence
beginning with that letter.
Then take out the line spaces and you have your coded
paragraph.

We’ve included a second
one for you to use.
Cathy Macfie

And here is a second story with a code to crack:

Being at home can be lots of fun. Using the time to do all those things we often put off is a
good place to start. Sometimes we discover that we actually quite like doing those things.
Helping out with the cooking and the cleaning, tidying our room and doing our
homework together makes it more fun and frees up more spare time for creative play.
You can use any one of the cool activities in this newsletter to make your days more
exciting. Pigeon Post is packed with activities and ideas. Otatara is the ideal place in
which to try out some of these activities. Instead of spending all your time inside your
home, you can venture out into the wilds at your backdoor. Notice things you’ve never
seen before by getting down on the ground, or sitting quietly on the back step and just
listening. Tell people what you discover by writing a coded story just like this one to
share.

Pestbusting in Lockdown—Give it a go!
– D a lla s B ra dle y

Many of us now have plenty time on our hands. Lockdown couldn’t
have come at a better time for rodent control, so long as you have
some bait or traps on hand. If you don’t, contact me and I’ll let you
know where you can possibly get some.
This time of year coincides with the end of the rodent breeding season, so rats and mice are at their most plentiful. It is also the time
of the year when they start seeking warmer spots and there’s no
better place than your sheds, or ceiling perhaps – heard any scuttling yet? A friend of mine did and he started setting the mouse
trap – 4 days and 15 mice later, he had cleaned them all up – all
caught in the same place in the same trap baited with Pic’s peanut
butter!

Pestbusting in
Otatara
Are you a pestbuster?
We still need you out
there keeping the pests
at bay, but we need you
to do it safely.

If you haven’t already done it, put some fresh bait in your bait stations, reset your traps and check them frequently for nibbling or
catches. It’s a good activity for children too and it may even satisfy
your hunting urges if a planned trip to the hills has been curtailed
by Covid-19.
There’s heaps of tuis, bellbirds and fantails around at the moment,
hopefully as a result of current and past possum and rat control activities around homes and in the reserves. I’ve seen more juvenile
tuis and bellbirds this year than ever before – perhaps I am just being more observant, but whatever the case, they are there.
So if you are already pestbusting, keep it up, try harder even –
make your place a “predator free zone”. If you’re not doing it, give
it a go – it can be fun, challenging, rewarding and much more.
There has never been a better time!

Click on the image to see
what you can and can’t
do to keep on track with
predator free NZ under
the lockdown.
And if you want something to keep the kids
occupied, why not make
some rat trap boxes for
them to paint?

If you want some advice or wish to purchase some pest control supplies,
contact me (Dallas Bradley) on 021 784962 or amberg2@gmail.com.

Wetland-Forest Planting Project on the Oreti River—
Stage 2

– by Ca t hy Ma cfi e

I think in the last Pigeon Post I described a planting project
inspired/compelled by compensating for my numerous, necessary family visits to UK. At short notice (sorry Chris!)
Southland Community Nursery provided some 250 plants to
get the project started. It was a breeze in October 2019 as
some 25 family and friends got stuck in – the job was finished in less than 3 hours with a relaxing bbq to follow.

“Let’s do the same again,” we said!
Invites went out and we provided more reasonable notice to
order and pick up 300 beautiful plants from SCN. But Covid
19 got in the way, didn’t it!
Initially we felt daunted but the reality is, this project has
given Andy and me a purpose and pleasure for each day in
lock-down.
We are working on a modest target of three rows a day
which, with digging holes, setting out plants, combi-guards,
etc take a fair chunk of the afternoon. But what else would
we be doing?!!
Down by the estuary we are serenaded by bellbird/korimako
and guess what? For the last several days, fernbirds/mātātā
have joined in the waiata. Let’s hope they enjoy the new
habitat!

Tahaki Planting, March 2020

Nature
Observations
in Otatara

On the iNaturalist NZ
website you can record
what you see in nature,
meet other nature watchers, and learn about the
natural world.
You can upload photos
and sound recordings of
birds, lizards, insects,
worms, spiders, plants
and so on and have them
identified by experts
from around the country.

I have created a space on
the website where you
can see what observations have been recorded
for the Otatara area:
Observations in Otatara
And will be checking the
page regularly. Come
join with me in discovering the hidden wonders
of Otatara.
Penelope Gillette

Eco Gard
– by Ba r ry S m it h

In February I was at the Waimumu Field Days. Whilst there I happened upon the Eco Gard. This is a bio-degradable plant cover,
made from Jute, uses a similar woollen mat to the ones we are currently using and just 2 bamboo stakes. I was given 5 to try out and
I was intending to use them when Southland Girls’ High School
Year 7’s came to visit at the end of March. That is now all up the
whatzit so I used 3 of them myself on plants in Bushy point. One
of the others I gone to Dave Toole to try out and see what they were
like for stopping spray getting through and the 5th one I will give to
Maurice Rodway for evaluation at the new property that was purchased in Oreti Road.
The Eco Gard was invented some 2 years ago by a young lady who
wanted to change the aspect of using plastic combi guards. Well, 2
years on and that young lady is now into year 9 at school. Although her idea I guess the parents are picking up the financials of it
all. Like any good idea it does take a bit of time to take off and until
then the bills come in faster than sales.
The jute covers are made in India and for those of you of my age I
recall a time when wool sacks were made of the stuff, I sort of lamented the passing of those wool sacks when everything went to
plastic, maybe it’s time we did this reversal thing and got back into
it.
We wish her luck with her project and I believe the Otatara Landcare Group may well be trialling more later on in the year, provided
we are all allowed to get out there and plant things in September
If you are interested in having a look at these yourself then go to
the website at www.ecogard.co.nz

Garden Bird Survey
The Garden Bird Survey is an annual event conducted
by the people of NZ and run by Landcare Research . It
is held in June each year, under specific research conditions but there is no reason why we can’t start practicing right now while under lockdown.
The chart on the following page has many of the birds
you are likely to see, and you can download everything
you need to know from the Landcare Research website
by clicking here.
There are tally sheets to help with your survey, a colouring competition for your kids to get involved in,
and all it takes is a comfy chair somewhere in your
back yard. You’ll be surprised what you find when you
become part of your garden.

There’s more than birds in your garden if you look closely
enough Photo: Penelope Gillette

Looking for
Something to Do
In your Backyard?
Do you have a section of
your backyard that is a
little wild?
It might be the perfect
spot to create a lizard
friendly garden.
Click on the Lizard Garden picture to get full instruction on how or click
here.
*****

Click the image above to go the Predator Free NZ website.

One of the key reasons for
the Predator Free project
is to encourage birdlife to
live safely in and around
where we live.
Watching birds can bring
us together, even if we're
birding on our own. Complete a daily checklist of
the birds that visit your
backyard for the NZ Bird
Atlas.

Click the image above to go to the New Zealand Bird Atlas.

Garden Bird Survey

Garden Design Project
Below and on the following page are two garden designs – beautifully illustrated by Gwen
Challoner, which featured in our November 2008 Pigeon Post at the time of the last recession. Most
gardens are somewhere between these two extremes, and now with all this extra time on your hands
why not try and turn your garden into a dynamic and productive living place.

Garden Design Project,

continued

We’ve packed this edition with lots of great ideas for you to try. Contact the Southland Community
Nursery if you are after native plants to get you started. This is the perfect time to collect seeds or take
cuttings. There are some great ideas and suggestions on both the OLG and SCN websites and to get
started with that winter vege patch, visit Kings Seeds online store, they have everything to help you
out. Alternatively set your kids the task of creating a new design for your back yard, just like this.

Out and About in Otatara
The children of Otatara both delight and are delighted by their
version of the “teddy in the window” campaign being run across
the country. Given that not many houses in Otatara have windows
facing the street, as always folk have take licence and added their
own unique twist making it all the more exciting to go hunting for
these cute little creatures around the area.
If you haven’t ventured outdoors yet, then it’s high time you got out
and about. There are more than just bears out in our community,
there is imagination, humour, appreciation, creativity and loads of
fun, not to mention the good health that comes from a brisk walk
around the block.

A puzzled monkey in a tree—have you seen
him?

Teddy Bear Collage— by Sally Duston

Egg on a fence—an Easter

Make a Tracking Tunnel
- T h is is a K C C A c tiv it y t ha t y ou ca n f i nd m or e a b o ut he r e

Otatara Landcare Group Word Find
By B r on wy n G ra ha m

Words to Find: (vertical, horizontal, diagonal, forwards, backwards)
Birds

Bushy Point

Community

Conservation

Control

Ecochallenge

Ecological

Ecosystem

Environment

Fauna

Flora

Fernbird

Forest

Fun

Gorse

Group

Grown

Kahikatea

Kereru

Kingfisher

Landcare

Legends

Living

Locally

Mingimingi

Nationally

Native

Network

Otatara

Pest

Pestbusters

Piwakawaka

Planting

Plants

Protection

Public

Remnant

Restoration

Rodents

Schools

Significant

Stoat

Totara

Trap

Tui

Values

Volunteers

Weeds

Invercargill to Queen Charlotte Drive by
Mountain Bike
Ma y 2 0 1 9 a n d Ma rc h 2 0 2 0 — Sa lly D ust o n

Sketch a
Kereru
The PP symbol
is a sketch of a
kereru by Lloyd
Esler.
Can you send us
your sketch?
Head outside
into your back yard – what is
out there? What can you see?
Spend some time drawing,
scan and send to us at the
Otatara Landcare Group.

otataralg@gmail.com
If you send your art, along
with your name and age to us
we’ll publish it in our next Pigeon Post publication.

When some people’s children decide not to marry the boy next door
and shift away, and when a cuppa calls, most parents choose Option 1: hop in the car; Option 2: leap on a bus or plane or, if you are
lucky enough to have one in your area, Option 3: enjoy the leisurely
journey by train. But each option had its drawback – 2-day journeys/carbon footprints/non-existent, so, being a keen mountain
biker, Option 4 started to evolve – why not head to Marlborough on
the beloved mtb? Admittedly the cuppa would be cold and the cake
stale by the time I arrived, but, already well established in the
Three Score Years and Ten Club thought ‘this will get me away from
dusting and soaps…’
And what an incredible adventure it has been – just over 1000kms
(with about 100kms of ‘cheats’ to fill in ‘some time’– who in their
right mind would tackle Duffer’s Saddle, or Dansey’s Pass in June?)
Meeting the most awesome and generous people; seeing back roads
I’d never have ventured down – always too intent on getting from A
to B in the shortest possible time.
When I look at the blue line on the map of the South Island, from
Rata Road to Queen Charlotte Drive, what a sense of achievement
C on ti n ue d on n ex t pa g e

Bike Tour Collage—Sally Duston

Bike Tour, continued
and, dare I say, pride in what I have achieved.
It took a few weeks to get organised – scanning garage sales for panniers;
seeking out a light weight tent; discovering the perfect maps from the AA
which named every tiny road, and, the most exciting thing – planning the
route.
The idea was to keep off as many main roads as possible – we are so lucky
in the south to have excellent bike tracks to nip in and out of - Round the
Mountains, The Rail Trail, A2O (never tackle that O2A or you’ll get head
winds and uphill) - and a good selection of gravel back roads. These became harder to find the further north I travelled – Renwick to Havelock
would have to rank a close second to Cromwell - Alexandra in stress value.
However, there were bonuses – if you need a D shackle, tools, strops, sets of
drills, toothbrushes, combs, pens, bolts, knickers (knickers??) – well, just
check out SH8 between Cromwell and Alex – it almost compensated for the
continual stream of, at times, not very considerate traffic, despite my leaping onto the verge every time it appeared unsafe. Hats off to truck drivers –
just about always appreciative of safety moves on my part, with a friendly
toot of approval as they passed (or was it a reprimand?)

Some Easter Treats for you to find

Round the Mountains was ditched at Garston in favour of tackling the Nevis with a supportive friend who quietly waited for me as I walked up hills.
It’s hard to believe that Gordon and I drove thru there over 40 years ago in
our little Renault saloon (true - movie footage to prove it). And talking of
Gordon and his generous and uncomplaining nature, he made a second-tonone support crew, which enabled me to complete the trip. By the time I’d
reached Naseby, things were getting a bit chilly and I didn’t have the courage or energy to carry on in the self-sufficient way I’d started out. SOS –
‘How would you like an adventure?” We continued from there with Gordon
towing our ‘70s Campomatic (a sort of trailer affair which lifts up and over
to create a canvas ‘house’) and with us meeting up for the night at a suitable
camp ground or lunch and a chat along the way – he reading or painting
while I biked. A great combination – thank you husband!
C on ti n ue d on n ex t pa g e

Order your recipe Book
To celebrate the legendary morning teas on volunteer Fridays at the
Southland Community Nursery and other food related events held
at the Southland Community Nursery we have compiled a recipe
book. Thank you for your support.

Recipe Books are $10 each
After lockdown pop down to the Southland Community Nursery on a Friday morning to get your copy.
Or contact Chris at:
rances@southlandcommunitynursery.org.nz
to arrange a pick up.

Bike Tour, continued
Last May was a good time to travel – few tourists around and people had
time to chat – and, for me, the people were the essence. I became brazen
and would stop and talk to anyone along the way – Nancy Tichborne’s
niece painting on the roadside; a vineyard contractor who told us the
place to nick the yummiest grapes; the camp ground manager who gave
us a free night because of ‘what I was doing’; the chance meeting of one
of the kid’s teachers from Rosedale, 30 years ago; meeting someone I’d
worked for in Roslyn Bush at a toilet stop just outside of Tekapo; fellow
camp travellers from Winton and West Plains. There was the couple with
3 horses (the pack horse being very 21stC with a solar panel on its load)
riding from Bluff to Cape Reinga; the German guy whose home for the
last 18 months had been his motor bike, exploring 41 countries and who
offered water when I was short; the chance encounter with Kate in the
Cromwell Gorge with whom I shared mutual friends in Christchurch and,
when I was struggling, dropped off my panniers to friends in Alex; being
determined to support the local roadside stalls but discovering buying
5kg of walnuts wasn’t the best of ideas. Then there was the camp ground
lady in Naseby who got me supplies in Ranfurly as I had arrived 5 mins
after the store closed for the next 36 hours; the lines man who said it was
‘raining’ (and he can’t possibly work in the rain) so we could share biking
stories; the water bottle which froze overnight in our Campomatic in
Twizel as we hunkered down with 2 goose down duvets, hats, hotties and
thermals - the list goes on of people’s kindnesses and memorable experiences. A real insight into areas I’d not previously visited – everyone
proud and defensive of their patch – and all of us striving for the same
good things in life.
By Amberley and June, I was tired and the weather was shaping up for a
disaster so we reluctantly retreated home. Plenty of time to plan the last
dash north which finally kicked off in March, picking up where we left
off. Getting off all main roads was a failed challenge really but biking
through the Clarence and Rainbow valleys from Hanmer was a highlight
and saved the day. It took 3 days of fluffing around, with flagging confidence, to set sail – a fortuitous procrastination as scored 3 stunning days
in that awesome country. I saw a lot of road – corrugations, pot holes
and rocks but that made it easy to stop and admire the dramatic landscape around me. From giant scree slopes and erosion to lush beech forest and bubbling rivers, the sense of isolation – totally stunning. At last I
got to use the tent while Gordon nobly drove over Lewis Pass to St Arnaud with the well-deserved luxury of a motel in Murchison en route.

Self Isolating In
Otarara—Some
Cool Ideas
If you like us are selfisolating in Otatara we
should all know how
lucky we are – most of us
have gardens and there
are plenty of places to
walk – even the streets
now without the endless
cars on them! The
Otatara Landcare Group
has lots of information
about Otatara and its
natural attractions –
click on the sidebar title
above to check out some
of the ideas we’ve posted
on the website.

Alternatively browse
through out Publications
where you are bound to
find something of interest to those sharing your
bubble.
Also the Southland Community Nursery website
has lots of family activities, click here to check
them out.

Accompanied by my daughter and a friend, we finally made our triumphant arrival and braced ourselves for the cold cuppa and slice of stale
cake!
I once read the story of the girl who’d taken camels from Alice Springs to
Carnarvon – I agree with her account that the hardest part was actually
starting. Once you get over that, make sure you have a comfy bike seat,
well-padded bike pants and a considerate support crew - things just sort
themselves out after that – you will be in for a lifetime treat. Give it a go!

Hanging out somewhere in Otatara—
can you find me?

Otatara Landcare Group Membership
If you are not already a member and would like to help support the work of the Otatara Landcare
Group, just fill in the form below and come join us. We appreciate all our members both for their
contributions of time and financial support. We can’t do it without you.

Membership Form
Name:

______________________________________________

Address:

___________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Phone Numbers: (Hm) _______________________________
(Mobile): _______________________________________________
Email (for newsletters and events) _________________________
______________________________________________________

Subs (please select)
 1 year $20
 Life Membership $50
 Donation: __________________________________________
Please email (otataralg@gmail.com) or send this form with cheque to our
treasurer Glenda Graham – 33 Rakiura Parade.
Subs or donations can be deposited directly into the OLG bank account

03 1355 0805312 00
Please make sure you use your
with your payment.

name and “olg subs” as references

